Transmission of Radio Wave with Regard to Controlled Thermonuclear Fusion Reaction of the Sun
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Abstract

Resonance exhibits the controlled thermonuclear fusion reaction of the Sun to produce radio wave so that light wave is transmitted from the Sun in the form of a radio wave if a radio frequency accelerator is applied to the Sun and the binary X-ray is transformed into X-ray emission due to an irregular fluctuation of a magnetic field in vacuum.
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International Scientific information:

Author calls for the explanation of a controlled thermonuclear fusion reaction of the Sun as cited on the papers Ghosh [1], Ghosh and Pop [2] and Ghosh [3] that the binary X-ray is produced due to an irregular fluctuation of a magnetic field with regard to a
resonant condition $\omega > \frac{1}{2} \cos \omega T \left(16K^4 - M^4 \sin^4 \theta\right)^{1/2}$ if a radio frequency accelerator is applied to the Sun. Here, $K^2$ is the rotation parameter, $M^2$ is the Hartmann number, $\theta$ is angle of inclination of a magnetic field in an anti-clockwise sense, $\omega T$ is the angular frequency of oscillation and $\omega$ is the excitation frequency. The controlled thermonuclear fusion reaction of the Sun deals with a continuous glowing of ionized hydrogen due to a large amplitude of the velocity field at resonance to produce ultraviolet radiation so that an irregular change of galaxies is the communication of ultraviolet radiation and X-ray emission. In the presence of a radiofrequency accelerator the controlled thermonuclear fusion reaction of the Sun interacts with $E \gg mc^2$ where $E$ is the energy, $m$ is the mass and $c$ is the velocity of light so that radio emission is synchrotron radiation until thermonuclear fusion reaction takes place and X-rays are emitted from the Sun. In this situation, light wave is transmitted from the Sun with a band of ultraviolet radiation and X-ray emission. Indian Television media (National channel) has introduced X-ray emission via a controlled thermonuclear fusion reaction of the Sun in the presence of an oscillating pressure gradient as the pressure gradient oscillates in a vacuum. In the year of 1987, Russian Ladies organizing committee declared that the science in a neurocybernetic process is welcome to our future world. This declaration is true for creating an artificial human environment around the world via radio emission. Several thousand and thousand of scientific crimes organized by the Russian Ladies organizing committee with the help of Indian Television media (National channel) as well as radio communication network (INDIA and RUSSIA). Indian Television media (National channel) has been introduced a radiofrequency line in order to occupy the entire transmission operation via a binary X-ray satellite. It is important to note that the disconnection of a radiofrequency line via Indian Television media (National channel) was made in the year of 1986 and at the same time, Indian Television media (National channel) has introduced a personal transmission line so that a secret communication network via a binary X-ray satellite do not come into light. It has been investigated that the underground radiofrequency line in Kolkata (West Bengal, INDIA) was recognized in the year of 1984. A binary X-ray satellite has been connected with underground radiofrequency line in Kolkata (West
Bengal, INDIA). It has been mentioned that a Russian binary X-ray satellite was recognized in the year of 1962. A binary X-ray satellite was launched into a zero gravity of a rotating environment with reference to a controlled thermonuclear fusion reaction of the Sun, which was due to a Hot Big Bang model in the universe. Indian Television media (National channel) deals with a binary X-ray satellite to produce X-ray emission at the resonant level in the presence of an oscillating pressure gradient. In the year of 1978, the underground radio frequency line in India was recognized in connection with Indian Television media (National channel), which was the communication between INDIA and RUSSIA to expedite a radio emission in vacuum. It allows a computer circuit network in order to precede artificial sensations via a relay circuit with different pulse code unit of human brain. This proved that Indian Television media (National channel) has introduced a computer circuit network during the assassination of a late Prime minister of India, Mrs. Indira Gandhi. It is important to note that the assassination of late Mr. Rajib Gandhi (Indian Prime minister) dealt with neurocybernetic process in order to create artificial human environment via Indian Television media (National channel) with the help of a binary X-ray satellite. Author surprised to found that a live channel was introduced via Indian Television media (National channel) to produce X-ray burst on his (Mr. Rajib Gandhi) brain. Neurocybernetic process deals with radio emission to produce artificial human environment around the world as the author himself recognizes in his daily life through his brain where time impulse is procrastination in vacuum. Author has been suffering from thermonuclear fusion reaction with cerebral cortex disturbance via underground radiofrequency line in association with Indian Television media (National channel) and radio communication network since 1978. It is important to note that in the year of 1984, the wife of a Russian president, Vladimir Putin was recognized in Kolkata (West Bengal, INDIA) in connection with the underground radio frequency line in Kolkata. It is notified for the general information to readers that in the year of 1984, the black hand was recognized in Kolkata who has been closely associated with Mrs. Vladimir Putin. It has been investigated that the black hand was initiated a severe organized crime in the name of a murder of a Russian President, Dr. Anthrapov. Ghosh and Pop [2] observed that the universe is oscillating in nature due to a periodic driving force with reference to a dynamo mechanism of the universe subject to a condition.
\( \omega < \cos \omega T \frac{1}{2} (16K^4 - M^4 \sin^4 \theta)^{1/2} \) so that resonant response does not appear for low frequency of oscillation. In response to a dynamo context of the universe the Interstellar medium is influenced by the Sun with a loss of Hot Big Bang and the stars are entrusted by the inertial frequency \( \omega = \frac{1}{2} \cos \omega T (16K^4 - M^4 \sin^4 \theta)^{1/2} \). It is stated that the controlled thermonuclear fusion reaction of the Sun stops if the excitation frequency is switched off. The pressure gradient lies in the zero gravity until thermonuclear fusion reaction takes place. In the presence of a radiofrequency accelerator, radio wave is transmitted from the Sun so that there arise a haphazard movement of oceanic circulation and the nature of a river becomes erratic. The underground radio frequency line in INDIA and RUSSIA takes place around the world to generate X-ray transmission operation with radio emission via a binary X-ray satellite. In the presence of a binary X-ray satellite, it is noticed that the configuration of Indian Television media (National channel) is a three tire of operations viz., i) ultraviolet radiation ii) X-ray emission and iii) Neutral X-ray.
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